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Abstract.
The purpose of this note is to establish Peterson-Stein formulas
for second order differentials in the Adams spectral sequence.

In [4], Peterson and Stein related certain values of secondary cohomology
operations to the values of certain functional primary operations. Their
method was that of universal example. Here using a different approach, we
establish analogous formulas for second order and functional first order
differentials which occur in the version of the Adams spectral sequence that is
formulated with respect to F* homology in the stable homotopy category [1,
p. 238]. (For these formulas we do not need the assumptions which serve to
identify E2 or assure convergence.)
We begin by recalling the definition of the Adams differential. In the
spectral sequence for a pair of spectra ÍX, Y) the group Ep' is a subquotient
of [X,E A (CO))' A Y], and ds/: Es/ -+ Esr+r',+r-x is induced by the additive relation

('s+r)*l(Ps+r-l)* ° ■■■° ÍPs+\)*rlÜs)*Here C(/') denotes the mapping cone of /: S° -* E, Ws denotes
smash product of W with itself, and

ik:(C(i))k
jk:E

A Y^E

Aidi))k

A idi))k

A Y^iCH))k

the i-fold

A Y,
+XA Y

and pk: ÍCÍi))k +l A Y -h>ÍCÍi))k A Y are induced by smashing with the
appropriate maps from S° -* E -» C(;') -> S°.
Now let /: Y —>Y' he a map in our category. Then we have

Proposition

(P-Sl). Let u G [X,E A Y]0 belong to ker dx n ker/* . Then

L$(u) = dxndx°)fiu))
in[X,E A (C(/))2 A Y']x/ftíim dxx).
Dually we have
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Proposition

(P-S2). Let u g[X,E

A Y]0 belong to ker^,0/*)- Then

(dx)f(dx°(u))= rf2°U(«))
in [X,E A (C(/))2 A r],/(im

a",1+ im¿).

The functional differentials here are formed the usual way via the Puppe
sequence.
We give a proof of P-S2, the proof of P-S1 being dual in a certain sense. The
argument depends on the "simultaneous solution" to two coextension problems which is given in the
Lemma. Let X -*+ A A B
g> C A D be a null-homotopic composition of
maps of spectra. Then there are maps

z, : X -» C(lc A g)

and z2 : X -» C(f A 1D)

0/ degree + 1 50 r/ia/

(a) ßOc A g)z, ac (/ A \B)z and Q(f A \D)z2 a (L, A g)z;
(b) //ze compositions

X-^C(\C

Ag)-»C(/)

A C(g)

a -a* c(/ a i0) -» c(/) a c(g)
are homotopic.

In the above and what follows we adopt the following notation
Puppe sequence:

for the

w Jl> z _Pfí^ C(Ä)_ß(^ w.
(We also note that this lemma corrects Proposition 5 of [3] from which
Propositions 1 and 2 now follow except the minus signs in their statements

disappear.)
Proof of lemma. There are coextensions

zx, z2 and z' of (/ A \B)z,
(\A A g)z and z which are formed in the obvious way so that the following
diagram

S1 A X ^-->

C(f A g)--^

Of) A CTfe)

OÜc A i?)-

is homotopy commutative. (The unmarked arrows designate the obvious
maps.)
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Proof of P-S2. For convenience we display the maps defining the differentials occurring in the formula.
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[X,EAY]0

(XAf)*>[X.E

(rV) A 1),

|- [Jr.£ a c(/) a c(/")l,

AY\-

C W)A 1).

[X CM a r']0

IX.CXOAY]^
A 1),
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C

» [x. e a ao a K]0— [x. e a eft) a }"]

«XO A 1 A 1).

4

(no a i a o.
d a i a n/».

[X. (C«)2 ACT/)],*

[x, (c©)2a n,

(Í A 1 A 1)J
1 A 1 A «/).

JA",£ a (C(0)2a q/)l,

[x £ a (ao)2a n,

In this diagram the quadrilaterals marked with a "C are commutative.
Now apply the lemma to z = (P(i) A l)+(w) and/ A g = /' A (1 A /):

5° A (C(0 A Y) -* E A (C(/) A 7'). Then there are elements
z, G [A-,Tí A C(i) A C(/)],

and

z2 G [A,(C(/))2 A T'],

so that

(1 A 1 A (2(/))*(z,) = a»
and

(0(0 A 1 A l)*(z2) = (P(l) A 1)J1 A/),(«)
and
(P(/) A 1 A l)*(z,) = (l A 1 A 7>(/))*(z2).
Then (;' A 1 A l)+(z2) represents both d2(f^(u)) and (dx)f(dx(u)) according

to their definitions.
The indeterminacy in the formula is simply the larger of the indeterminacies
of the two operations.
In a future paper involving Browder's work on the Kervaire invariant
problem [2], we make strong use of P-S2.
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